EPRINC’s Emily Medina Joins COMEXI

EPRINC is proud to announce that Emily Medina has been invited to be an associate at COMEXI, the Mexican Council on Foreign Relations. As EPRINC’s representative in Mexico, the invitation is also recognition that her publications, presentations and outreach efforts are increasing our understanding of the intersection of petroleum economics and public policy, and that petroleum policy in Mexico continues to have widespread international implications.

About COMEXI
COMEXI is a nonprofit independent organization, dedicated to the analysis, study, and debate of the major global trends and their impact on Mexico. COMEXI seeks to inform society with insightful up-to-date information, as well as to impact opinion leaders, and influence public policy. COMEXI promotes a non-partisan vision of the country’s international agenda and its membership consists of recognized experts in various fields, Mexican companies with an international reach, global corporations based in Mexico, embassies, international organizations, academics, research centers, among others.